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Trustees discuss
I watervil u^
budget and diversity
B$j JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Colby, Adams said.
The failing economy has hit the
endowment hard, though not near•¦*¦ This past weekend the Board of ly as hard as it has at other
Trustees discussed several impor- American colleges and universitant issues that concern the future ties. Colleges that spent more
aggressively than Colby in the late
of the College.
• T The trustees discussed the 1990s are now paying for their
decreased endowment, which has expenditures.
Dartmouth University recently
fallen $75 million since its high
water mark in June 2000, and laid-off 30 employees and Duke
University
was
approved
the
forced to make
diversity requirecuts
as
well,
ment as proposed
Adams said.
by the faculty.
Although the
. ; The trustees
decreased
endowdid not formally
ment will not have
address multicula
significant
tural housing or
impact on this
queer
studies
budget,
year 's
because neither
Adams said it
issue was on the
might
have
agenda. As a matgreater
implicater of procedure,
.
tions for the next
the . trustees will
couple years and
not consider acad— William D. Adams the strategic plan.
emic issues, such
"We've had to
a queer studies President of the College
revise the projecminor, until the
tion for endowf aculty proposes
in
both current and
ment
spending
them, Colby College President
future years and it has greater
William D. Adams said.
Student
Government implications as you go on in
Association president Gretchen years," Adams said. "We are trying
Groggel '03 decided to speak to the to understand what these implicatrustees about multicultural hous- tions are."
Department budgets have not
ing, the diversity conference, the
queer task force and the sexual been cut, but they may be in the
near future. Although the College
assault task force.
. The trustees remain "skeptical"
about multicultural housing at
Continued on Page 3

£ *£ We've had to
revise the
p roj ectionf or
endowment sp ending in both curren t
and f uture years.
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Chris LaPutt '03, Anne Christman '04 and Amy Tolsdorf '04 (from left) trick-or-treat with Zack and Courtney of Waterville during
CVC's annual Halloween Extravaganza held on campus Sunday; Oct. 27.

Survey t6 take closer look at social life Dru g bust
By KATIE FULLER
STAFF WRITER
As part
plan, the
Research
administer

of the College's strategic
Office of Institutional
and Assessment will
a series of social life sur-

veys. The Board of Trustees and the
Dean of Students Office collaborated
on the first survey.
The survey will address 12
aspects of social life at Colby, including extracurricular activities, drug
and alcohol use, residential life and
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a • will hop ef ully
setveas a barometer
of social lif e and be
used in f uture decisions. I hop e students realize this
survey will
aff ect them. J J

^^

— Mark Freeman
Dir. of Institutional
Research and Assessment
used in futu re decisions. I hope students realize this survey will affect
th em. We want everyone's voice to
be heard,"
Because of data the school hopes
to collect, the survey will track students' identifi cation numbers' when
thoy take the survey. This way the
Continued on Page 3

at Colby

By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Unity College student Thomas .
Carroll was summonsed b y the
Waterville Police Department
after he was caught trying to sell
drugs to students at Colb y
Monday, Oct. 28.
Colb y Security apprehended
Carroll in front of Dana Residence
Hall, after receiving a tip from a
student. Carroll's accomplice,
described as a white male with a
goatee, wearing a black ski jacket
and hat, got away. After catching
Carroll , Security notified the
police at 8:40 p.m.
Carroll , 18 years old , was
charged with civil possession of
marijuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia. The case is still
under investigation , Sergeant
Josep h Shep herd of the Wa terville
Police Department said.
No Colby students werq
involved , Vice President for
Student Affairs nnd Dean of .
Students Janice Kassman said.

Ducks in trouble: PPD to the rescue

Miscommunicat ion
causes cancelling of
• ¦ CBB crew meet.

¦•¦
wwi I I
Willi ¦¦

use of Cotter Student Union, The survey will also be used to gauge students' views concerning diversity on
campus and provide opportunities
for students to respond to openended questions in their own words.
"We need to gauge student opinion, in order to adequately assess
where we are to see what elements of
social life to direct attention," Vice
Preisdent of Student Affairs and
Dean of Students Janice Kassman
said.
Mark Freeman, director of the
Office of Institutional Research and
Assessment, was in charge of designing the survey, which was loosel y
based on a similar survey conducted
by the Dartmouth Student Life
Off ice.
"The Board of Trustees hears complaints about social life here at Colby
regarding a lack of things to do and
students feeling bored. The 'survey
serves two purposes. It provides
information to the trustees and is
part of an over a ll strateg i c pl a n for
the College," Freeman said.
"The survey will hopefull y serve
as a barometer of social life and be

,

The ducks are in trouble.
Since last spring, three duckstwo black and one white—have been
o regular f i xture , in Johnson Pond,
The ducks have not left the pond
because thoy nrc domestica ted nnd
are dependent on people to feed
them. With the approach of winter,
members of the Colby community
ore concerned the ducks might die.
Oak Professor of Biological
Sciences F, Russell Colo said ducks
normall y feed by dipp ing thoir
bonds into the pond wntor, He said
Colby's ducks have probabl y not
migrated because they nre used to
bolng fed by students and other people who visit the pond.
"Being fed by picnickers mnkos it
more likely thnt thoy won 't
migrate," Colo said. "The problem is
when winter comes, the water
freezes over nnd no one's feeding
them; they cnn't fend for themselves."

Accor d ing to Cole, the ducks will
starve once the pon d freezes.
"They need to be able to feed, " he
said. "They won 't be able to do that
once the ice freezes ovor."
If the ducks cannot cat, they
become easy prey for foxes a n cl
other predato rs, Cole said.
Vice Presid ent for Student Aff ai rs
and Dean of Students Janice
Knssmnn onl y recentl y learne d of
the du cks' presence nt the pond , she
said,
"There nre two or three domesticated ducks thnt hnvo been broug ht
to tho pond by outsiders. PPD will
attempt to gather thorn up nnd try to
relocate them to n ne ighboring
farm ," Knssmnn snid,
Catching tho three ducks may not
bo so onsy, While it' s easy to catch
ono unsuspecting cluck, taking three
at a lima is n more difficult task.
Sunnnc Muohlner, d irector of
Colby libraries, who has boon trying
to save the ducks, called n wildlife
rofugo in South China ', but the
refuge refused because of the diffi-

culty of such a project,
"The ducks would be really har d
to catch. You could catch the first
one, but then the other two would
get smart," Muohlner was told when
she called tho South China wildlife
refuge.
"We called the humane society in
Waterville, b ut th ey d on 't do ducks,"
Muohlner said.
According to Associate Professor
and Chair of tho Art Department
Voronique Pleach, tho ducks were
brought to campus last spring by n
student , whoso name sho refused to
disclose,
"He brough t them to his room ns
n prnnk to his roommntc," Pleach
said, "Ho put them in their bnthtub.
Later ho brought them to the pond.
Their wings hod been clipped."
"May be ' someone will care
enoug h to try to snvc thorn,"
Muohlner said.
"I think it' s groat if someone enn
come and rescue these adorable
cron liires," Plcsch soldi
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The ducks that live at J ohnson Pond are in danger of dying.
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The Garrison-Foster Health
Center
may discontinue
its
overnight services in the near future.
The Health Center's tight budget,
the decreased'availability of nurses
and the low usage1 of the Center's
overnight services has led the
College to reconsider having the
Health Center open to students all
night, Vice President for Student
Affairs and Dean of Students Janice
Kassman said.
,
Only four of the 11 New England
Small College Athletic Conference
schools offer overnight services:
Middlebury, Williams, Bates and
Colby. In November, the Health Care
Advisory Committee, with' the help
of the American College Health
Association, plans to examine the
programs used by the other seven
schools to see what Colby should do.
"There's a nursing shortage,"
Clare Boothe Luce Assistant
Professor of Mathematics and member of HCAC Jan Holly said.
The shortage has made it difficult
for the Health Center to staff night
shifts in the past and current staff

_;.
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members anticipate that it will
become even harder to find nurses
for the future because of the intoxicated and sometimes belligerent
patients overnight ,staff must treat,..
Kassman said.
According to Kassman, the average number of students who sleep at
the Health Center is
night.
1.5 per
"That's . a pretty
luxurious service to
have for those few
students," she said.
Members of the
HCAC gathered in
the Pugh Center
Tuesday, Oct. 28, to
seek student input
the
regarding
Center 's
Health
overnight services.
The students in attendance strongly
opposed
the elimination . of
overnight health care.
Without the Health Center, students who are not sick enough to
stay overnight in a hospital would
be forced to stay in their rooms or go
home for the duration of their illness, an option that is often not
available to students who do not live
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close to Colby, especially international students, some students said.
Other students were concerned
that there would be no quarantine
area if the Health Center shut down
at night so contagious illnesses
would spread more easily.'
Students are also worried about
the effects such a
would
change
have on Colby 's
insurance policy.
Under the current
policy,
Colby
insurance covers
a portion of a student's hospital
visit if they go to
the Health Center
before the emergency room. If the
health center is
not open in the evening, students
will have to refer themselves to the
emergency room.
Tlie HCAC and the ACHA will
consider other Colby health services
such as Colby Emergency Response
and the resources of the Waterville
community when deciding what to
do about the Health Center's services.

Without the Health
Center, studentswho
are not sick enough to
stay overnight in a hosp italwould be f orcedto
stayin their rooms or
go home until recovered.

IVIood lighting in Dana Dining Hail

By KATIE HAMM
STAFF WRITER
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Dana Dining Hall is now
equipped with dimmer switches to
enhance students' dining experi__W___F^
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Vice
$20,000, Administrative
President Arnie Yasinski said.
The li ghting allows Colby to use
the dining hall for various events,
which may require lighting alternatives that dimmers provide," Colby
i>»WM-i B»^»i¦¦
College President William D.
frwTin j-rffti f -iflTi i _!__ : -£_
i?_S_y_^___u!_s_l___li_ Adams said.
Adams was displeased with the
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in Dana after hosting an
lighting
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event
in
the dining hall during
ES_ iCyS___^A_£__ ES__s^
_^_Eu^sS5_t^»_?_35___ Commencement Weekend last
spring.
"We realized that evening when
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the dinner was over and we were
__2_i__l_]i__3_ ___^U_K_«i
about to have speakers, there was
no
option for lighting other than
i__0^__i_^ i_^_________i
'very off or 'very on.' I was asked
to investigate whether it was possi_S___ra?__U__li____t_)._n_
ble for the system to accommodate
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dimmer switches," Jackie Person,
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The project took about two
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limited time available in the dining
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"There are certain hours I can't
send a crew in because of the large
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volume of p eop le. We could only
work from 7 to 9 in the morning
and from 2 to 3:30 p.m.," John
McCutcheon, electrical supervisor,
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J ust received a distributor 's closeout
shi pment of wine coolers and other
Mal t ern at ives!

"The point was to make the
space more usable for a variety of
events," Yasinski said. Yasinski was
not aware of any events that will be
held in Dana in the near future.

,

Colby students rarely go directly
to the tap for a glass of water, mb_t
prefer to have it percolated through
a Brita filter before it touches their
lips.
Students may be using water filters because Colby water often tastes
stale. But according to Jon Van
Bourg, chief operator and director of
water quality for the Kennebec
Water District, the stale water isn't
coming from China Lake, the
College's water source.
"The water may taste stale at
times, but it is never polluted," Van
Bourg said. Colby's water may taste
stale because, "Colby has got a big
water system. The larger pipes don't
get a lot of circulation," Van Boiirg
said.
Older buildings where the pip&s
are large and have not been replaced
recently do not receive the same
amount of . circulation as newer
buildings where the pipes are small"
er, Van Bourg said.
After the water is purified by
KWD it is sent to Colby where it is
stored on top of Runnals Hill. The
physical plant is responsible f&r
monitoring the water Colby receives.
KWD and Colby flush out the .
water system every six months, Van
Bourg said.
"I believe Colby flushed their system very recently," he said.
Because of lakeside development
and erosion in the 1970s, China La_<e
filled with fertilizers that created
algae blooms. The blooms cloud the
water, deprive aquatic plants of life
and deoxygenate the lake.
The term "China Lake syndrome" was actually coined to
describe a lake undergoing rapid
water quality deterioration. As "a
result of the disintegration of Chiga
Lake water quality, KWD was riot
able to meet the standards set by the
Safe
Drinking
Water
Act
Amendments . and was forced to
install a modern water treatment
facility to bring the raw water to .a
finished state meeting those standards.
Fall is the most difficult time of
¦
year to keep the water clean: ' - ' ''*"'
"This is the time of the year v?e
get the most complaints," Van Boui'g
said. "The algae is beginning to die
after being in the warmth all summer long. We meet our water quality
standards easily and always. But trfis
is the toughest part of the year." ' ''
"Water is a commodity," Van •
Bourg said. "It doesn't really have a
taste or smell except for what people
attribute to it. Tlie flavor of wafEr
can be very easily influenced. The
w ay p eop le's brains work it is so
easy to try to taste something that>is
not there."
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The dining services staff has the
ability to adjust the dimmers, and
they "can adjust them to students'
preferences in the dining hall,"
McCutcheon said.

By KATE RUSSO

NEWS EDITOR
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Dana Dining Hall now has dimmers to create mood lighting.
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Out-of-state students can vote m Maine
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College affairs in depth

Continued from Page 1

Election races promise to
be close
By KATIE HAMM

Colby students are eligible to vote Nov. 5 in the
Maine State general election.
, • On Election Day,voters will elect a new governor,
senator/ two congressiohal representatives and
^rvumerous county officials. Three referendums will
t
also be on the ballot.
,
Students can vote at the American Legion Hall on
College Avenue in Waterville next to the post office.
.To register on Election Day,students need to bring a
t valid form of identification.
.Gubernatorial Candidates
., This year, United States Representative John
.Baldacci (D) is running against State Representative
Peter Cianchette (R) for governor. Jonathan Carter is
• running on the Green Party ballot.
.., Baldacci was born and raised in Bangor.Baldacci
js.a proponent of local business and claims to know
Jthe challenges facing Maine's small businesses. He
was first elected to public office in 1978, when he
won a seat on the Bangor City Council at the age of
23. In 1982, he was elected to die Maine State Senate,
where he served until his election to the United
States House of Representatives in 1994. Baldacci is
^ currently serving in his 4th term in the House.
Cianchette was born in Waterville and raised in
Pittsfield. He graduated from the University of
Maine with a degree in business administration and
finance. In 1995, following several years in private
business, he ran for a seat in the Maine Legislature
and was elected to the House of Representatives,
serving the citizens of South Portland and Cape
Elizabeth on the Joint Standing Committee on
Taxation and the Economic Development Incentive
Committee. Cianchette has also served as a director
of the Greater Portland Big Brothers/Bi g Sisters and
as president of the Maine Better Transportation
Association.
Senate Race
In the race for senator, Senator Susan Collins (R)
is pitted against State Representative Chellie Pingree
(D).
Collins' top priorities include maintaining a
strong defense to preserve national security. She is
an advocate for education and was a chief architect
of the "Leave No Child Behind" education reform

SURVEY: New

College will be able to match the
data entered into the survey with
. data on the student that took it,
.Freeman said. In so doing, Freeman
will be able to break the data down
according to students' age, major,
religious background and race if
need be, while keeping the survey
relatively short, he said.
Because the survey does track
students' ID numbers, it is not
^entirely an onymou s, but Freeman
..assured that students' names will
,not be released or reviewed in conjunction with the data the survey
gamers.
The College will publish a report
on the results of the survey, Freeman
;is .id' ', Th e survey,which runs from Nov.
4-14, will be administered online via
!the survey link on Colby 's homepage. Students will be receiving an eTnail alerting them of the survey, and
"Ereeman is hoping for a l a rge
.response.
', • '. Thr ee small ca sh prizes ranging
[from $25 to $50 will be given out on
'ailottery basis in hopes of encouraging students to complete the survey.
!' After the student life survey is
ladministered, another sruvey will be
|lssued in the spring to concerning
'diversity at Colby.

bill. Collins is an advocate of small businesses and tion drugs for older Americans.
hopes to improve health care, particularly for citiJoyce supports national security, decreasing
zens living in rural areas, and combat consumer health care and prescription drug costs and higher
fraud.
employment and compensation
rates.
In the state house, Pingree
day, t
On national security Joyce
fought for education issues and On Election
writes: "Maine and America
fair prescription drug pricing. In will elect a new governeed a congressman who will
2000, Pingree sponsored the
,
t , two connation's first bipartisan .prescripcast off the chains of partisan
tion drug pricing bill. She estabgridlock and support immediate
gressionalrep resentalished Maine's College Savings
steps to shore up our long
Accounts to help middle-class tivesand numerous coun- neglected national security and
families send their children to colintelligence."
lege. Pingree is working to com- ty off icials. three ref erOn health care: "The current
congressional stalemate on this
bat pharmaceutical companies' endums will also be on
challenge to hew prescription
problem stems from a vocal
minority that insists on 'socialdrug pricing law.
the ballot.
is. medicine and blocks any real
progress with their debate."
Race for Congress
On employment: "America's problems will not
In the first district, Congressman Tom Allen (D) is
running against Steve Joyce (R). Since entering be solved by expanding government and governCongress in 1997, Allen has focused on campaign . ment subsidies. It is time to get back to the ambition,
finance reform, improving the Clean Air Act, ensur- thrift and values that allow the American people to
ing full federal funding of special education and solve their own problems."
For more information on voter eligibility, visit the.
improving national defense. He has also worked to
develop legislation to reduce the price of prescrip- Maine State Web site (vmnv.maine.gov).
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ASK FOR A FREE DIPPING SAUCE

^
INVESTS, BUT IF THE ECONOt^
MY DOES NOT IMPROVE, TH&
FORTHCOMING CAPITAL CAMPAIGN FOR Colby may be :
¦.';"
STALLED.
:
The trustees also reviewed the
overseers' report to the English
Department and supported current
efforts to improve the creative
writing program through a yearlong period of assessment and
evaluation. Be sure .to look for next
week's story on creative writingat
Colby.
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GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOL FAIR
Monday, November 4, 2002
11:30 a.m.-2i00 p.m., C otter Union

— the dream of what law can he.
Pursue it with a law degree.

Admissions representatives from over 95 institutions varying in size, program specialties, and geographic locations, will be on-hand to distribute literature, answer queslions, and provide useful information. Fields related to arts and sciences, law, public policy, international affairs, business, medicine, and social services will be represented.

The practice of law is changing with new opportunities for lawyers to
carry their ideals into their profession. De a part of it wilh an outstanding legal educa tion from Western New England College School of law.

OPEN TO THE PUBLI C

Practice what we teach.

Sponsored by the Office of Career Services
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CLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS

wwvV.josephssportinggoods.com
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Curious about who 's coming ? Need more details?
Visit http ://www.colb y.edti/career.se _'v/ grad/ gmdfair ,shtml

Our collaborative learning environment prepares you to practice what
we teach. From brief-writing to mock trials , national competitions to
cxtcrnships, our programs offer hands-on training to succeed in the
courtroom—or the boardroom—in a variety of fields.

-

CHANGING THE WAYIT

GARLIC BUTTER • PARMESAN PEPPERCORN
• MARINARA SAUCE • BLUE CHEESE OR RANCH DRESSING

Tues.-Frl.
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat.
7:30 a,m.-12Noon
Cloaod Sun. & Mon.

l___ l____________l_______l_l
I

[ HOURS: SUNDAY - THURSDAY

WITH YOUR NEXT PIZZA!
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The Colleg e will not be Aj
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DAVE & BETTY BEGIN
47 Main St.
Watorvillo,Mo
873-1010

:.

"We are looking carefully at
how we get to a balanced budget
next year," Adams said.
The College will not be changing the way in which it . invests,
Adams said, but if the economy
does not improve within the next
six months, the forthcoming capital campaign for Colby may be
stalled.
Although Vice President for
Development
and
Alumni
Relations Randy Helm is optimistic that the economy will
improve, if it does not the College
will have to consider whether it
will postpone the campaign, lower
the goal, adjust the timing of the
campaign or go ahead with it anyway.
The
Educational
Policy
Committee debated and chose to
approve the diversity requirement
as put forth by the faculty last year.
There was some concern over how
effective the new requirement
would be, SGA vice president Jill
Gutekunst said, but according to
Adams, the trustees voted unanimously in favor of the requirement.

ECHO FILE PHOTO

PTCMOreTRIW , MM WH. CO ratC

Continued f r om Page 1

:

Although the College has
not y e tdecided to
increase the comp rehen sivetuitionf e,e the
administration is "think ing about it very serious ly," adams said.

<mii *imM *mM *wm *M m

data on student
lif e is sought

Under the new requirerhfent,
students will have to piass /tvvp;
courses that are centrally ;conn
cerned with '"the structures, \v6rl& .
ings and consequences of; and/op
progress in overcoming prejudice,
privilege, oppression, inequality'
and injustice. " One of these courses must deal with these issues'* as
they concern the United States,; artfj i
one must deal with these issues ir.
a context other than the United
' ¦ • ' ¦ A' 'A
States.
: -.
Students entering next fall will'
be required to fulfill the new;
requirement before they gtaduAt^,
; ;}.
Adams said.
The trustees also gave tacit con^.
sent for the College master plaijand changes to the "Colby greeni.'^
Although the board approved'th|
plan as presented by the archile^
ture firm Sheply and Bullfinch^
they came to no conclusions about
the "Colby green." The trustees
support the plan for the creation of ,
an alumni and development build*ing as well as a social sciences
building across Mayflower Hii.
Drive, but are waiting for more
information before they finalizfe
¦
the plans.
a- ' : . ' •', ::;;

has hot yet decided to increase the
comprehensive tuition fee, the
administration is "thinking about
it very seriously," Adams said. If
the College is not getting the
money it needs from the endowment, it may have to come from an
increase in tuition, Adams said. •

STAFFWRITER •
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Restaurant
AMIf r eshf oodsserved in the.
romantic atmosphere of a
renovated 19tf i century home.
AFromAbatedBrie to Caj un
Chicken-f r om whiteZinfandet
to Laf rte tRotf tscf iif d
• Oil Promise Catering • Rehearsal Dinners
• Banquais to 50 • Reservat ions Accepted

Joka's Discount Beverages

In Town
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J: Yeah. We .get a decent amount
from business from Colby.
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By ALEXIS GRANT

4

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

I. ' - . 'I ' s
HI. 201N;260 Madison Avenue
Skowhegan
r All those 21 and
B_31
SEC© 4 74-5100
(i/ twut Wminutfj * f wrn'ti 'a trmf lf !
older should get psyched for the Maine
Festival
Brewers'
Saturday, Nov.' . 2 in
Portland/ Me. The fes- Here s What s Playing Friday,Nov. 1
tival, organized by the
through Thursday, Nov. 7
Maine Brewers' Guild,
< SPflftSTED AWAY
PC Nijhlly at 4:45.7:10. y.-Jl)
'.
will feature a variety
Huccpl NO 4:45 or 9:3ft Shows on Sun day
v
Mallihvs Sai/.SiinM Nfton. 2:20
of beers brewed in
ELYSIAN FIELDS
THE MM<);ISFROHI
Maine
and local music
7:00
Show
on
Sunday.
H.\eepi NO
' R 7:00.
'
a,
Manatees Sal/Sun al 2A5
acts.
WHITE OLEAH DeRt
• I'fi-I3 Xighiiy at 4:50 Matinee* Sal/Sun at 12:35
Tickets for the festival are $20 in advance
DUCT TAPE FORE VER:
THE
RED
GREEN
MOVIE
and $23 at the door.
/1 Ono Day Only !Sunday. 1 IO al 5:00.7:00. 9:00
One ticket entitles
attendees to 12 4-oz
,
With a Student I.D.
brews, an 8-oz souvenir tasting glass and
^••AB erry 's:'^ admission to all other
festival events. The
&• Stationers ' '*• festival will consist of
• 153 A Main Street •
. ..,
®
• Oowtown Waterville • •
a happy h our fr om
* Your One-stop Shop for . 3:00-7:00 p.m. and an
. •'- Art & Office Supplies, *
evening session from
*
•
Unique Cards,Cool
¦•. Prints & Expert Custom •
8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
Framinig!
<^
^
® Hours: Monday - Saturday
For a list of musical
a
•
'9 am -5 pm
.,
acts and anything else
¦•
Contact us at
"
•
you could possibl y
(207)873-5111
•
* Bring in this ad for a «
want to know about
* ¦ 10% off 'Welcome
,
¦'•¦ •
the festival, visit :
Back' discount
(must have coupon—expires 9/28/02) , B
A%
www.mainebrew.com.

This week. Assistant News Editor
Alexis Grant got the inside scoop on
running a liquor store from Joka 's coowner J oe Karter.

^
^

Born: 1950
Hometown: Waterville, Me.
Education:
Graduated
from
VVaterville High School; Assoc,
degree in electronics
Alexis: So you grew up in
Waterville?
Joe: Yes, my grandparents came
from Lebanon, then they had children, and now we're the second
generation born in the United
States. There were 10 of uis kids,
and four of my brothers and one
of my sisters still live here.

I Sl.OO Off

A: Why did you decide to live here
as an adult?
J: I moved away and I was living
in Portland, came back for a while,
moved to Vermont, came back for
a visit, arid I just liked it. I moved
back for the second time in '76.
A: How long have you been the
owner of Joka's?
J: About 14 years now. Longest job
I've ever had.
A: How many employees do you
have at Joka 's?
J: Including my brother (coowner) and I, there are about 13 of
us.
A: Does Joka 's get a lot of business
from Colby students?

A: What do you think the most
popular purchase is by Colby stu¦
dents?
/ . '•
J: Natural Light!
A: What's Joka's policy on out-ofstate IDs? '
J: If they have a Colby ID to go
with them, what we can do is double check that that/, the same person we're talking to. Then we'll
take that and call up Security and
all we can say is, 'I have little
Johnny Jones here and he's got a
card that says his date of . birth is
whatever it is,' and all they can
say is 'that's what we have' or
'that's not what we have.'
Confidentiality stuff.
A: Why such a strict policy?
J: Ten of us from this business
went down to a three-and-a-half
hour seminar with the liquor commissioners; we got busted a couple of months back, and part of the
ALEXIS GRANT/ THE COLBY ECHO"
punishment was that we had to
-^
bring everyone together [for the Joe Karter, co-owner of J oka 's liquor store in Waterville.
workshop]. They say that you can
only take a state of Maine driver 's up, and we had a minimum of a
license or a state of Maine ID. case of beer. We used to have three A: What dp you like to do in your
They say they'll back you if you ¦people delivering all night long free time?
do that, and everything else you and we used a lot of Colby kids.
J: Iri the summertime, I make sure
I go white water rafting on the '
take, you're taking on your own
chance.
A: Why don't you deliver any- Kennebec once. I climb Mt. "
Katahdin once a year. I live ori
more?
A: Does Joka's call Colby Security J: Colby changed the policy.To the China Lake, so I spend a lot of
when a Colby student buys a keg? senior apartments, we can deliver time on the lake in the summer- '
J: We have to register it with the kegs, but the other kegs I believe time. I go cross-country skiing out '
in my backyard; I take my skis,
state and if we're delivering on- have to go to a lounge party.
flop 'em out the front door, and'/
campus, we have to tell Colby that
A: What alcoholic beverage do I'm gone. If the lake freezes over"
so-and-so's having a party.
and there's no snow, we go skat- ' •
you prefer?
A: Have you ever employed Colby J; I've always liked micro-brews. ing on the lake. This year, I've
students?
Always. When Geary's first start- taken up some yoga. And in the '
J: Yes. It used to work out really ed up, I was drinking Geary's summertime, for about the last
well. About four or five years ago, because that was the only thing eight years, I've gotten caught up
when we used to actually be able available. When I travel, I ask if in flowers, so ' each year I take '
to deliver to rooms, we used to do they have any local micro-brews another part of my lawn and make
60 or 70 deliveries on a Friday or on tap, and I just drink whatever it into a garden.
Saturday night. You could just call they have.
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IR/PS has established Itself as a leader In training people to compete in the global arena. Program
graduates are employed in media,telecommunications,international trade,manufacturing
technology, financial services,consulting, government and nonprofit organizations.
The M.I .I. A. and Pin.D. are graduate degrees that focus on
busincss and policy issues facing the regions of the Pacific Rim ,
specificall y the countries of Latin America, China, J apan,
Korea, and Southeast Asia.

The M.P.I.A.degree offers career tracks in:
» International Management
'• International Development & Nonprofit Management
•' International Politics
International Economics
;• International Environmental Policy
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Sports Teams • Clubs • Student Groups

Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs ;
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are filling quickly,so get with the program! It works-. ;
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com.
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o1of Diplomacy and
' The
International
worldprepare
offers
graduate students
undergraduate programs
manage
link
the
that,
from
in United
a global
t0 lead and
society. A unique
to the
Nations exposes students to policyand practitioners addressing
makers
_
_ _ _
. todays global concerns.
Highlights:
• An exclusive alliance with the
United Nations Association
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M.P.A. in Public Service and
Nonpro fit Management

M,A * in CorP°rate and Public
Communications

FOR MORE INFORMATION
call (973) 275-2515
,
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< *e-mail: diplomat® shu.edu
Visit
tt our web site at
h p://d ip lomacy.shu.edu
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Opinions Editor: Emily Honig
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¦ ¦ Editorials
Bring me back my china

By MATT MORRISON
STAFF WIOTER

; Last year, Dining Services spent $2500 to replace lost china. This year, the
dining halls have already lost a combined total of 700 cups, and Foss Dining
Hall has had to replace a large amount of silverware.
. ', "People finishing their drink while leaving, just throw [the cup] in the
tfash,"Associate Director of Dining Services Joseph Klaus said.
; "I don't think thafs the worst of it," he said. Some students, according to
Klaus, take the china for personal use.
• Every year, Dining Services is forced to buy dishes instead of items that
would improve the program. Last year Klaus wanted to buy a gas grill, but did
not have the funds.
'. Taking dishes, silverware/glasses or cups is stealing and is unacceptable.
The china belongs to Sodexho. Stealing from the dining halls is no different
than stealing from anywhere else, no matter how muchstudents pay in tuition.
¦By stealing from the dining halls, students are in effect cheating themselves
out of better service. At the beginning of each year, Dining Services has the
desire and the funds to improve the quality of their service. By the end of the
year, dining services can't afford these changes because they have to use all
their expendable income to buy new china.
'. Dining Services does not punish students who are caught taking dishes.
Sodexho has asked card checkers to monitor students leaving the dining halls
and has offered incentives to housekeeping staff to return dishes they find.
Students should also help. Make sure other students don't take dishes from
the dining halls and if they do, tell them that stealing from the dining hall
detracts from everyone's dining experience.
If the problem continues, Dining Services must consider harsher measures.

Who are the trustees?
Trustee weekend came and went and but for a little hubbubhear and there,
no one seemed to know or care. If students knew what the trustees were considering this past weekend or if they had some idea who the trustees are, perhaps there would have been more conversation.
If no one knows who the trustees are, then how can the trustees know the
!students? If the trustees don't know the students, how can they know what is
important or what changes should be made? Student representation at board
i meetings is lacking. The students who serve on trustee commissions are not
'representative of the student body; the College president selects them. How
;does he decide which students are eligible? How are they better qualified than
!others?
; The Student Government Association president and vice president are
; invited to share their thoughts with the trustees, albeit very briefly,but when
!deciding what to talk to the trustees about, our representatives are not required
; to, nor do they,consult our dorm presidents. Our representatives talk about
; whatever they want with the trustees.
If the trustees are going to put on that they carefully consider student opin:ion when rendering decisions, they should do a better job of introducing themselves to students. If the students who serve on the board are intended to represent the student body,they should be appointed more democratically. If SGA
is interested in representing the students, why not vote on what to talk to the
trustees about with the members of Presidents' Council?
Colby prides itself in its sense of community,but the sense of community
and camaraderie present on the Hill is largely the numbing effect of ignorance
and misrepresentation. A true sense of community comes from full and fair
disclosure, something this past weekend, so crucial to the future of the College,
was clearly missing.

©nestion of the Week

This week's question:

Do you think Colby should create a queer
studies minor?

Refer to the masthead for submission guidelines.
Responses from last week's question:
As a member of the Colby community, how do you feel about
the cross on top of Lorimer Chap el?
D. Jarvis Brown '05:
Tlie conflict between a "free and
open exchange of id eas" and the
College's history and tradition is at
the center of the cross debate. The
question I want answered is: are
these two points of view contradictory? And if so, which one i s more
important to the student population
(since in tlie end, tlie students matter
most at an educational institution)?
Both the "free and open exchange of
ideas" and "history and tradition"
a rgum ents seem to b e aim ing
toward a similar, admirable goal:
int ellectual progress. We cannot
move forward unless we are open to
new nnd di fferent ideas, but we will
b e inc a pable of. recognizing our
progress unless we hav e a clear
memory of our past. Unfortunately,

the means of achieving intellectual

progress appear to conflict,
As an atheist, I've always been
overwhelmed by our pro-Christian
society. Consequently, when I

looked at colleges, the most important three words at any college's
Web site were. "Religious Affiliation:
none."
This year I started the Colby
Freethinkers to provide a voice for
the non-theists and skeptics on campus, and to encourage the "free and
open exch ange of ideas"by add ing a
new perspective. Basically, the
Freethinkers are seeking to answer
the same important questions as the
religious organizations on campus.
However, it is extrem ely di fficult for
us, an d for m a ny other groups to
have equal platforms to speak from
when the center for religious activity
on campus has a distinctly Christian
symbol looming over it, This
implied Christian aff iliat ion seems
to contradict Colby 's unaff ili ated
tradition , and acts as a slap in the
face to those of us who seek n more
open environment.

Continued on Page 6

had taken $20 out of the ATM
with the intention of putting half
I of that fortune on my Colby ID.
The ATM machine will not give out
smaller denominations, so I was in a
little bit of a predicament.
"Well," I thought to myself
"those people at the post office are
always quite nice. They would be
sure to assist a young, apprehensive,
never-hurt-a-fly, won't-wear-whiteafter-Labor-Day type of kid like
me." Well, they, are usually very
accommodating, and I have nothing
but good things to. say about the
people that work there. However, on
this day, the guy behind the scenes
wanted nothing but to get under my
skin—which I will add is still very
soft, because I don't usually get into
fights. .
I asked for two Alexander
Hamilton's from the kid at the desk.
At that point I did not need to buy
anything from the post office, so I
was at their mercy, asking for a
favor. He said "Sorry, we can't give
change." This is a perfectly acceptable answer.
I consider myself a rational person, and as such a person, I could

Full
disclosure
Emily Honig
As some of you may be aware, on a
recent night at a dining hall that shall
remain nameless, there was a highly
unusual group of entrees being served.
These fabulous dishes induded such
gems as "ostrich satays," "alligator
sausage," "roasted tubers" and "quandong stuffed chicken breast." Yes,
ladies and gentlemen, welcome to the
amazing world of Cuisine Down
Under Night.
There are obvious problems with
this . idea, First of all, I was unaware
that Oceanic cuisine (not just
Australian, as warrigal greens—another menu item—originate in New
Zealand) is so world-famous and
widely appealing that we should all try
it.
Maybe there's a good multicultural
point to be made here: if real
Australians are eating alligator sausage
for dinner every day, then in die name
of cultural understanding and unity,
mayb e I, too, should engage in such
delicacies.
Or, maybe I shouldn't. Crocodiles,
not alligators, are native to Australia
and New Zealand. Alligators are most
famously found in North America,

Medical advice
from Garrison
Health Ctr.
Melanle Thompson,
MD, MPH
Imagine yourself in the not-sodistant future . You are no longer n
Colb y stud ent. You're on your
own. You're feeling sick, Will you
graduate being able to answer
important , relevant questions like:
•What's the difference between
a cold and "th e flu "?
•What's the difference between
a decongestant nrtd an nn li-histamine?
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ENGAGE IN SUCH DELICACIES.
a healthy and delicious alternative to
red meat. It does seem to me,however,
that lumping entire continents together
under the "Down Under" label (which
most would agree is meant to refer to
Australia and New Zealand—for further information, consult the excellent
Men at Work song, a true classic) is not
only somewhat absurd, but encouraging of the kind of ethnocentrism that
we like to say we work hard to avoid at
Colby.

•I threw up th e hamburger
from lunch and now the popcorn
from dinner; what should I eat
next?
•Can this symptom wait until
Mond a y morn i ng when my doctor 's office (if I have one) is open,
or should I go to the ER now?
•Do I need p hysical therapy?
Bloo d work? A counselor?
•What do all those active ingred ients in N yQuil do for me?

One place to start learn i ng the
answers to these questions is the
Self-Care Room in the GarrisonFoster Health Center, You may
already be used to treating yourself for many ills, If not, come in
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the items in the room will do it for

y ou or i f you ne ed fu rther h el p.

How to use the Self-Care Room:
1. Come to the Health Center
(open 24 hours/7 days) and look
around.
2. Find information on your
inf irmity i.e. cold , sore throat ,
minor cuts/blisters, bellyache.
3. Evaluate yourself with this
new information (i.e. take your
own temperature , l ook in your
throat a n d compare yourself t o
p ictures/pamp hlets,)
4. Pick up one or two samp le

Continued on Pa ge 6
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C.W. Bassett
As my beloved students know/T
look at my e-mail messages every:
two weeks or so, necessary or not. ,;':';
Amid the SPAM clogging my iriH
box are plaintive pleas from myj
class to please respond to their;
entreaties about Paper #4, which;
they are clueless about, Their pleas'
reach me a week after Paper #4 is
due, so they are certain to complain;
on their student evaluations that,
Bassett doesn't pay enough atten-;
tion to them. Mother always loved;
Bassett best!
Yeah, well, suck it up, you little
toads. I'm not going to spend myi
life reading your e-mails about your.'
trepidations about Paper #4; I have*1
better things to do. I have a wonder-^
ful friend of the female persuasion/;
about whose attitude toward me 15
am vitally concerned. I have the|
World Series to watch, especially '
those outrigger canoes paddling jugt '
beyond right field in San Francisco./
A favorite ex-student just brought!
me a six-pack of Magic Hat (a splen-^i
did carbonated malt beverage from'
Vermont) that I must attend to. Myi
rain gutters are leaking. I have to^
write a column for the Echo.
-'i
And all you want me to do Oh
type long responses to any possible*
reservations that a sane professor.'
might have about your choice of .
topics on the Hemingway paper. MyJ
Lord, do you e-mail George Welch'
in Math about asymptotes? Do yoji'
even know what an asymptote is_?'
No, you don 't, so you won't show)
how boneheaded you are by e-mail-'/
ing George about what he's bepn;'
trying to teach you for several yenrp
now. Poor George has etched nn
asymptote on your patella in -n
splendid effort to get you to linden;
Continued on Page 6
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going to
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an d give yourself a tour, and see if

be drinking
Magic Hat
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"J would be Nulragcous." / >{}
—Nick Maikhflm '04 / )
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If we really are so culturally sensitive, shouldn't we at least know the
difference between Australia and
Africa?
I am also highly amused by me
naming of foods at dining halls.
"Aussie meat pie," for instance. What
makes a meat pie Aussie? Does it have
blond hair, tan skin and a charmingly
sexy accent? Does it come with a side
of vegemite or some Weetbix? Is that
meat really authentically Aussie?
Doubtful.
We all know the truth. Thafs just a
dreary, everyday meat pie, with the
word Aussie tacked on in an attempt to
make it seem more festive and appetizing. Similarly, French toast sticks are
called "popular French toast sticks,"
and pita sandwiches occasionally
become "Seattle pitas." These distinctions seem arbitrary to me, but maybe
there is some subtle power of suggestion: if they call it popular, we will
assume ifs popular and will feel peer
pressure to eat it, because thafs what
all the cool kids do. Personally,I would
eat the French toast sticks anyway;
they're usually pretty tasty. Maybe
some people need more encouragement, though.
Whaf s in a name? In my opinion, it
is just food, and I think that we have
more important things to worry about.
The names are good for amusement, if
nothing else. Given the choice, I don't
think I'll be eating any Aussie meat pie
anytime soon,
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If real Australiansare
eatingalligatorsausage
for dinner everyday, then
in the nameof cultural
understanding
and unity,
maybei, too, should
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although there are variants elsewhere.
Crocodiles and alligators are two separate genii. Furthermore, I just don't
think that reptiles are a popular supper
choice for most people around here.
Along similar lines, if I am not mistaken, ostriches are known for running
in herds across the plains, burying
their heads in the sand and laying
large, amusing eggs—in Africa , not
Australia. This is not to belittle the
idea—I have heard that ostrich meat is

How to treat yourself rig ht
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treating me like some modern day learn the rules of Beer Die in Urdu. 1
re-incarnation of Bonnie and could see why someone would be a
Clyde—suggesting that I was only little suspicious of my motives for
buying stamps to beat the system coming back so soon, but I legitiand to screw; the post office out of mately wanted those stamps, proved
their precious ones and fives.
that I had good reason to and did
He said that
nothing to deserve this
¦ ";¦
if I needed IT IS NOT CUSTOMARYTO
guy's snide anger.
change, I should
It is not customary
go to the , busi- REFUSESERVICEAND YELL
to refuse service and
ness office. I
yell at a paying custold him, "I'm AT A PAYINGCUSTOMER
tomer when there is
not doing this WHEN THEREIS PLENTYOF
plenty of change in the
for change, I got
drawer,
merely
a letter from my CHANGEIN THE DRAWER,
because you have
friend and I am
decided
that
his
MERELYBECAUSEYOU HAVE motives for buying
going to write
back." He asked DECIDEDTHATHISMOTIVES stamps are not up to'
me to show him
par. Imagine getting
the letter. I FOR BUYINGSTAMPSARE
similar treatment from
thought
that
an attendant at youc
NOT UP TO PAR.
this was. getting
town's local post office;
pretty ridicuYou don't. People don't
lous, but produced it anyway, think- usually judge your reasons for buyj
ing that this would finally put an ing things.
.
end to the argument: He then added
This is generally why other post
that since I didn't have the letter that offices stay in business, and why.
I was going to write back to her in drug dealers usually go out of bus.-:
hand, he would not sell me the ness. The students at this school are
stamps.
adults and for the most part very!
,
I didn't realize the post office had decent, well-intentioned people!
this many obscure policies. I felt Unless something serious testifies to
hopeless trying to cut through the the contrary, they should be treateit
red tape, like I was attempting to accordingly.

Wh at 's in a name? Weird food I d rather ;
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recognize that they do not want to
hand out all of the money they have
in their register-just to please a naive,
unassuming someone like me, who
was not contributing to business. I
did, after all, work at an ice cream
store, where I not only learned that I
had a vicious lactose allergy,but that
people who wanted change without
purchase attacked my dignity.
I moved on, a little upset that I
would have to find , change elsewhere, but still understanding that
argument with the postal employees
would go against the dogmas of my
frosty dessert dispersal etiquette
upbringing. So, I went to check my
mail.
I got a little Halloween card from
a friend. I decided that I could write
her back. "Let me just take my poor,
self-defeatist self to get a couple
stamps. Plus, then I'll be buying
something, so I can get some change
too," I thought. .
I went back to the counter now
and asked the kid there if I could
buy two. stamps: one for my letter to
my friend, and one for good luck. He
looked willing to do this, but then
the guy in the red shirt, the man
lurking in the background, said,
"No!" and accused me of coming up
with a giant scheme to get change,
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Note: The opinions expressed in this comic strip ar e' those o f t l et artis t and are not necessarily shared by the Echo.
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BASSETT: Figure it out your
self! Or at least don't e-mail me
tra ys laden wit h t h e requisite
Sodexourmet fare and sparkling beverages.
We quickly noticed that the dining
Maff Gi/yroo m looked inexplicabl y darker,
Hamilton
which directed our attention skyward. A quick inspection of the ceilEver wonder what the school is ing revealed that several ofthe room's
doing with your (parents') $37,000 fluorescent globes h ad been disas dollars? I know I sure have. sembled. A member of the mainteEverywhere you turn on campus you nance sta ff p oked and prodded the
see Colby spending money—lots of fixture's guts, a tan gled mess o f
money. Those Johnson renovations wiring so convoluted that one might
couldn't have come cheap. That new think there was some kind of superseal looks strikingly similar to t he old computer inside controlling the light
one. Serious bling. While we're on the output for "ultimate dining iUuminasubject of Colb y's apparent graphic tion ," part of Dana's lamentable yearart renaissance , what about , the new old incarnation. However, the maintemule-head athletic embroidery? nance man performing the delicate
operations
Though unsightly, I'm
quickly set us
sure it wasn't free.
st r aight: they
I suppose these One mightthink there
were installin g
-.instances aren't exactly
_ egregio u s, irresponsible was some kind of super- the supercom^.expenditures; they're computer controlling the puters. They
...certainly nothing to
h adn't
finished, though.
- .write about in a col- lightoutputfor "ultii,umn. But there's more
O.K.,
he
to this story than minor MATE DmiNG ILLUMINAdidn 't actually
-.fiduciary
transgres- TION/' PART OF VANA*S
admit
to
ions
like
bicycles
for
in
s
t
a
l
l
i
n
g
s
,,the Security Squad, the LAMENTABLEINCARNATION. supercomput„ use of which quickly
ers, but he
came pretty damn close. In response
tt ,petered out once the troopers realized
„.they weren't motorized or equipped to our questions about his reasons for
-.jy ith a rear amber light bar. If you being up on a ladder playing with
R want a juicier, more sensationalist electricity, tlie maintenance man—we
_.example, you'll just have to read on.
never asked for his name, so for conOur tale begins in Dana Dining venience I'll call him Janet—climbed
- Hall. A group of us had just sat down down from his operation and told us
$ pn the lower conservatory level, our what the president of this fine institu-

Flak

tion h ad ordered him'to do. What we Colleige could spend a few hundred
heard made our ears bleed , sort of.
dollars. Once again, Janet put us back
According to Janet, the Colle ge in our element.
had held several important dinners in
"Oh, they're costing a lot more
Dana to wards the end of last year, at than a couple hundred, here," Janet
least one involving trustees, and oth- said inso uciantly. Now our interest
ers of the high mucky-muck distinc- had peaked; we proceeded to try and
tion. This, of co urse, raises a whole guess the cost of the project. Five
different issue about the apparent thousa nd dolla rs was way of f; so was
lack of elegant
$10,000 according to
our informant. We
space on campus
JANET TOLD US THAT
t hat wo uld f orce
gave up after $15,000,
and Janet told us that
the College to PresidentWilliam D.
the project would
entertai n guests in
dis actually cost the
Dana, notwith- Adams had expressed
standing
its contentover the inabili- College approximately $30,000, yes,
ad m i t t e d l y
charming faux- ty to dim the lights
, per- $30,000.
The sound of tires
marble counterscreeching and cars
tops,
soothing hapsas an anodynefor
backing up could be
blue carpet and his hypersensitiveeyes.
heard for several
veneers. But I'm
minutes. Thirtv thougetting away from
sand dollars so that Colby,in its infithe point, here.
Janet told us that Colby College nite wisdom, can host better parties
President William D. Adams had for people sporting ties and drinking
expressed discontent over the inabili- vermouth on the rocks? How many
ty to dim the lights, perhaps to create times per year, two? Three?
What can we expect next? A helia more intimate atmosphere or as an
anod yne for his hypersensitive eyes. copter for Security? A motorcade for
Adams was apparently so cheesed off Bro? A renovated Lovejoy with propthat he ordered dimmers be integrat- er ventilation and lecture hall seats
ed into Dana's lighting system. "You that don't make my butt fall asleep?
do the work and we'll come up with Boy, that last one sure was a laugher;
the money," were the president's thaf 11never happen.
We all learned an important ecoapproximate words according to
nomics
lesson that day, thanks to
net.
Ja
Skeptical, the five of us mulled Janet and his loose talk. That is, you
over the idea of fancy lighting, in the need, to make someone's eyes hurt
dining hall, and we decided that there before you get money.Strange way to
could be worse things on which the operate, indeed.

Continued f r om Pa ge5
However, it is overly simplistic to
define the traditions of tlie College
with a small piece of metal on top of a
building. The real tradition of the
College seems to be tolerance and

»i,

acceptance, which is demonstrated by
the abundance of religions groups on
campus and by the actions and feelings
of die student body, which clearly values the accepting environment here.at
Colby.
Still, I can't help but feel marginal• Quality Vision Carb
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ized by tlie cross, even if it is only supposed serve as "a symbol of the path
toward a more connected and open
future," (Kozar, "The Cross Should
Stay.") If we truly want to make
progress and create tlie accepting environment that our tradition demands
we should walk the path instead of
symbolizing it.
Matthew Altieri 06:
Tlie open exchange of ideas is the
essence of a liberal education. It is
based on the premise that in order to
better ourselves and our world, we
must approach ideas and beliefs without prejudice. Tlie purpose of all of this
is to carefully discard and accept ideas
in pursuit of what is right,
This pursuit of what is right
requires the proposal of a wide variety
of ideas and reverence for the ideas,
Docs the cross atop Lorimer
Chnpel, a symbol of Christ's sacrifice
and of the Christian faith in general,
belong at a liberal institution?
The argument against the cross is
that its presence contradicts the tolerant community cultivated in other
ways nt Colby.Students feel less able to
present thoir ideas in on atmosphere in
which one faith is literally nnd figuratively held above nil others. This culminates in the argument that "the cross
must come down," but this would bo a

stand the line considered a limit to a
curve in the sense that the perpendicular distance from a moving
point on the curve to the line
approaches zero as the point moves
an infinite distance from the origin.
Come on, now, isn't it better to be
ignored on the e-mail than to have
the etching of the asymptotic definitio n dribbl e over onto your calf (on
like
t he
smaller
people,
Administra tio n in Eustis , on to the
met at arsal area)? Geor ge h as no
qualms about etching—nor do I
when it co mes to periods inside the
quotation marks—but there are still
the whiners who want my colleagues and me to turn off Barry
Bonds, re-cap the Magic Hat and
hold your e-mail hand through the
Hemingway paper.
Well, get a life. Sure, I know that
y ou don 't want to write the
Hemingway paper. You'd rather be
listening to some all-salamander
band and smoking jimson weed
than exerting a brain cell or two figuring out what Hemingway meant
by the father's shotgun shells.
Probably you know more about
asymptotes than you do about shotgun shells. Some 95 percent of you
have never fired a shotgun because

poor solution to the problem.
The cross is not an imposition. It is
the representation of a faith and idea. A
liberal education would be nothing
without ideas. It is proper for the
College to propose ideas. This is proper as long as the College recognizes the
liberty of its students. It cannot be
argued that Colby does not recognize
that it is a liberal institution. This is
part of its mission. Under these circumstances, students cannot claim that
the presence of the cross is a "vestige of
parochialism."
To some, the cross is nothing more
than a proposal, to others it is a symbol
of their faith. We must not look at the
cross ns a barrier. If there is a barrier, it
lies in our minds, not ntop a building.
If students feci thnt the cross is an
imposition upon their beliefs, then
something must be missing. It is the
absence of intellcctunlism. This can be
fixed . Tlie cross has sparked an intellectual discussion among students outside of the classroom, Perhaps what is
missing is more symbols?
Rather thnn tearing down the cross,
a seemingly exclusive net, Colby students should decorate the campus with
symbols of their faith, This will promote the active exchange of ideas
among Colby students nnd hopefully
solve the problem of the barriers to
Jnlolleclunlism that )ny in our minds,

you live m Newton, and t he onl y
shotguns there are those brough t in
by desperate Bates drop-outs' robbin g li quor stores.
Anyway, forget about prompt email answers to your lame questions. I'm three months beyond 70,
and I h ave decided t h at you should
try talking to one another (not "each
ot her"—"one another" is more than
two , "each other" is two) abou t the
Hemingway paper. Somebody must
know something about Hemingway
("Oh, Pro fesso r Bassett , Hemingway
hated women"—well, so do I, so me
women; so me men too , especially
the e-mail addicts).
Sitting around all day e-mailing
my students, the Pingree campaign
people, the Columbia House Music
Group, an old fraternity brother
who wants me to co me back J' a>
So uth Dako ta f o r a blood y fraternity
re-union, a Yahoo stock brokerage
and William D. "Bro" Adams wKo
has changed the College calendar
next year is not my idea of ,;a
whoopee time.
I
Sure, it may beat jimson weeij,
bu t not by much. Send me one more
e-mail, and I get out the shotgun.
';
Just kidding. That's a threat.
Bassett is a visiting English profe s¦•'.
sor emeritus

HEALTH CENTER: Learning
how to take care of ourselves
Continued f r om Page 5

"QUESTION OF THE WEEK: Should the cross come down?
^

Continued f r om Page 5

meds (plus explanation on usage).
If you find it useful, purchase a
pack or see the nurse. Many overthe-counter medicines are available at a discount cost, or try an
over-the-counter remedy from a
store downtown.
5. Fill out a comment card to
help us give better care.
6. Tell a friend if you had a
good experience, or tell me if you
have suggestions on improvements that could be made.
If you still have questions about
your illness/injury you can:
1. Make an appointment with a
practitioner, available 8:00-4:00
Mon-Fri. You can request a particular practitioner, but depending
on a practitioner 's availability and
the acuity of your problem, you
may need to choose an appointment slot based on your schedule.
2. After regular clinic hours, a
registered nurse is available 24/7

for triaging (deciding if she c@n I
treat you or if you need a practi- 1
tioner appointment, an infirmary I
stay or immediate Emergency !
Room visit). Some studentsJ
choose to go directly to the fl
Emergency Room, Without a
Colby referral , however, the students' Colby insurance will not
cover such a visit.
3. Many students remain wellconnected to home practitioners,
and may choose to be in touch
with them. If labs, medicines or
referrals to specialists are reconv
mended from home, the Health
Center can help orchestrate the
students' care.
Health Center staff can also
help direct you to other resources
(books, Web sites, etc.) about particular concerns. Just come in and
ask.
Thompson is the director of the
Garrison-Foster Health Center "

* 10% Discoun t on all non-sale items-excluding loans and J
square danco merchand ise with Colby f.D.
•
*
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Into Recyclin g?

:
<W^A ALBERT 'S RECYCLED
j HyvT CLOTHBNGfit FURNJTURE
J
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Serving Lunch & Dinner
Frosh Eclectic Cuisine
Monday- Saturday 11:00am to Q:30pm. Brunch on Saturday.
IMIOMOMM

Jobl Culver ft TanyoCliaaso
Uiobroadbox@alrollnl(,not
Also available for Catering

137 Main Street
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Feeling the

^

an energ eticcast, led by
the commandin gactin g of
McGee, marched into the
"deliberation room "
with gusto and quickl y
established 12 different
and distinct characters.

pood,ing'9
By JARED EGGERS

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Appli ed music guitar teac h er
^Carl Dimow gave a satisfying haif-hpur. guitar concert during a lunchl?reak Tuesday,Oct. 22. Many of his
d edicate d students at t en ded t h e
concert.
r\. All those who gathered together
"*n Given Auditorium that afternoon
had the pleasure o f hearin g fun,
moving and enjoyable guitar music.
Dim ow be gan t h e co n cert b y
,warming up with some playing
IjZhat he called "no-tie noodling." No
tje , because it was a lunchtime concert and he wasn't wearing a tie,
and noodlin g' because h e was j us t
jamming.
Dimow mo ved on to play an
eclectic set t h at contai ned piece s
from varying parts of the world.
One suc h piece was " Triste ," written by Antonio Carlos Jobim, who
'"is best know n for ch angin g th e face
'of Brazilian music by pioneerin g
t he bossa nova st yle. Dimow masterfully played his own arrange"^ment of this piece capturing Jobim's
•l;style as onl y a learned musicia n
^can.
rl1"" Dimow pla y ed an untitled blue s
"piece, and Henry Clay Work's son g
9lrtMy
Clock."
Gr andfat h er 's
•^Although Di mow is no Lucian o
v-P avarot ti , his singing complimentv-'ed these songs well.
31,
V' -

_

Contin u ed on Page 8

Evan Mc Gee '03 mak es his point to the other jurors in "12 Angry Men."
By TIMOTHY CLARK and
JONATHAN ALLEN
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

Powder & Wig opened its 20022003 season this p ast weekend wit h a
strong, performance . of Reginald
Rose 's "12 Angry Men." TKfe show,
ada p ted for t he sta ge b y Sherman
Sergei, portrays the deliberations of
12 very different jurors deriding the
fate of a young man accused of mur-

der.
As the show opens, 11 of t he 12
j uro rs are con vinced of t h e bo y's
guilt, but the matter-of-fact arguments of Juror #8, methodically portra yed b y Evan McGee '03, predictabl y sway the others to his side.
In a powerful, bu t so mew h at abr upt
ending, the final juror, #3 pla yed b y
Steve Creighton '03, gives in, and t h e
boy is found not guilty.
An energetic cast , led b y the com-

BRAD SEYMOUR/ THE COLBY ECHO

mandin g actin g of Mc Gee, marched
into t he "delib eration room " with
gusto and quickl y establis hed 12 di f-

ferent and distinct characters—an
impressive accomplishment for any
company.For nearly t wo hours these
12 talented actors battled furi ous ly
f rom cue to cue, picking up li ne af ter
line , with nary a mistake.
The fast-paced dialogue served to
increase the tension in the room,
which was furt her aided b y director

Marc Attiyeh's '04 brilliant move to
actually increase the temperature in
the theater. Audience members could
all but literally feel' the emotions of
the 12 characters.
While many actors gave strong,
memorable performances, others
met with some difficulty. Creighfon,
playing the embittered pessimist,
met the fate that many actors flaying
angry characters have seen before
him. It is exceedingly difficult to
"play angry" with depth, and this is
something Creighton could have
developed better.
Similarly, some of the smaller
roles were almost swallowed by the
larger ones. Jurors #6, 10 and 12, portrayed, by Meris Esterly '06, Jon
Fuchs '05 and Chelsea Hoffmann '03
respectively, all had a difficult time
keeping their characters in the game.
On the other hand, Rachel
Merrick '03gave a particularly memorable performance, portraying the
elderly Juror #9. She is surely one of
the best character actors Colby
Theater has seen in recent years.
With an uncanny cohesiveness
within the cast and strong performances from many throughout t he
show, "12 Angry Men" set a high
standard for the rest of the Powder &
Wig season.

Today- Oct. 3 1
*Ghost Stories: Professors
Boylan and Bassett read
scary stories in Lorimer
Chapell 8:00 p.m.
•SGA film: "Signs" 9:00 |
p.m. Arey 005
\

Friday- Nov. 1

1

•Comedian David
Al
Rakoff, 8:00 p.m. Mary :,
Low Coffeehouse
•Club Caribe, 10:00 p.m.
- 1:00 p.m. SPA
•SGA film: "Signs" 7:30
p.m. and 9:00 p.m. Arey
005

Saturday - Nov. 3

•Colby Wind Ensemble'5
~
Concert, 7:30 p.m.
Lorimer Chapel
•Colby Idol, 8:00 p.m.
Page Commons Room1
•SGA filmASIgns" 7:30
p.m. and 9:00 p.m. Arey
005

Monday - Nov. 4

•Graduate school fair ,
Cotter Union, 12:30 p.m.
- 2:00

Respecting the "Afterlife :" A look at Asian art
By DANIELLE O'STEEN

STAFF WRITER

V."

DEBORAH DOBERNE/ THE COLBY ECHO

^Z Tlie"Afterlife ": East Asian artwork in display at Museum.

The exhibition "Afterlife: Asian
Tomb and Ritual Art from the Colby
Collection" on display at the Colby
College Museum'of Art "is a portrayal of transitions.
The introduction to the exhibit
reads: "'Afterlife' has been designed
to transport us to the tombs of the
d eceased , the ritual spaces where
the living and the dead meet, and
the otherworldly realms where the
dead reside."
The first transition focuses on the
passage to the tomb and the items
that were typically placed with the
deceased. The second transition
portrays the importance of rituals
performed for the deceased, where
they took on a god-like identity for
their relatives. The third transition is
about the relationship between the

living and the "Heavenly beings
and Hellish figures."
The collection features tomb
objects such as an earthenware
"Hound" from the Wei Dynasty

grg * It was sur pr ising to see the
kind of Bast Asian
Art that Colby has
for such a
small school. JPJ$
— Evan Woolley '03
Student
(386-534 A.D.) which exemplifies
the relatives' interest in evoking
everyday scenes of life for their
deceased.

B®m Review
£
"':.
A"

Trick or Booze?
How does Halloween ale compare to a normal fall beer?

?'By MELV LADERA
A&E EDITOR

o.: -

--' • Tonight is All Hallows Eve and
"v what better way to celebrate this
- _pooky holiday than with Halloween
ale? Gritty's Halloween Ale was pitted against Long Trail's seasonal harvest ale to answer an important
Question. Are you better off drinking
a typica l seasonal beer, or would
—Grltly's bo perfect for tonight?
i ¦ The panel that was confronted
ijwlth this daunting question consistij l''cd of Meade Barlow '03, Ryan
j ?»Connell '03, Shannon Corliss '03, Eric
'.' Sandler '03 nnd Clay Smith '03.

j gA
» p It is a cute
® * label , will go

over well with gi vishint , hint guys. Who
wouldn t' want to
drink beer with hears
wearin g clothes on
the bottle?
«& **

nj r ^ f i r

— Shannon Corliss '03

The first beer sampled was the Council said,
"Clever take on 'American
Long Trail Harvest. Long Trail is
browed and bottled in Bridgewater Gothic' theme, and it is a cute label; it
Corners, Vt. by the Long Trail will go over well with girls—hint,
Brewing Company. An American- hint guys," Corliss said. "Who
style beer, Long Trail Harvest is an wouldn't want to drink beer with
amber-red ale that features a deep bears wearing clothes on the bottle?"
"It has an enticing aroma—makes
red color with a slightly full body,
good carbonalion and hints of toffee me want to drink up," Connell said.
in tho smell,
"It has a lovely aroma and color,"
The panelists had plenty to say Barlow said. "The color held up to
about the label, which features two the light looks like orange prison
cartoon bears.
jumpsuits."
"Tlie bears are a little effeminate ,
"[The Harvest] has a beautiful
so it would creep mo out if it weren't amber [color], much like n beautiful
for the hooker factor," Barlow said.
"Chicks would dig this bottle,"
Continued on Page 8

The most playful items in the
exhibit are the "Dancers and
Musicians" from the Tang Dynasty
(618-907 A.D.) because they were
believed to come alive in the tomb
and entertain the ancestors. Another
interesting piece is a "Funerary Jar"
from Six Dynasties (361-589 A.D.)
which was used to send money to
the next world with the deceased by
burning it.
Placing these objects in the tombs
was not only a sign of respect for the
deceased, but also based on the
belief that if the relatives did not
appease the souls, the dead would
haunt them.
There is also an impressive portrait of an affluent woman from the
early 20th century on display in the
rear of the exhibition to demonstrate
items that were used in ritual practices.
The nature of these ceremonies is

also captured by the way the space
of the exhibit is defined. In addition
to covering a variety of eras in East
Asian history,the exhibit also covers
different systems of beliefs such as
Taoism, Buddhism, Shinto and
Confucianism.
The exhibit was a collaborative
effort of students from Assistant
Professor of Art and East Asian
Studies Ankeney Weitz's East Asian
Studies seminar. In addition to the
necessary preparation involved 'in
putting on an exhibit, the students
will also work together to create a
catalogue by the end of the semister.
"Ifs interesting getting a chance
to put some of our academic work
into practical use. It was also surprising to see the kind of East Asian
Art that Colby has for such a snfall
school," Evan Woolley '03, one 'of
the seminar students, said.

Blonde bombshe lls

in-"White Oleander "':

By CRISTINA JALERU

been saved by Jesus's hand arid
dressed second-hand. She stops
Michelle Pfeiffer is getting bet- acting like a saint as soon as she
ter with age, just like good wine. senses that Astrid's inner power
In
the
acclaimed
"White and beauty have an effect on the
'.
Oleander" she plays the strong, vamp's lover.
Astrid Is then moved to £)n
narcissistic, beautiful Ingrid who
draws her daughter, Astrid orphan home, where having to
(Alison Lohman), into the mad- protect her life shows her ia
ness of her life.
strength she's never knowtn
The movie, based on the book before. She cuts her blond angelic
by Janet Fitch, takes us on Astrid's hair and starts playing by her
journey through different foster mother 's advice, "kill or be
homes after her mother is convict- killed." Her only solace, constaned of murder. The whole movie cy and means of escape is the time
deals
with
Astrid
spends
drawing, just like
Astrid's struggle
to find her own The movie takes place in her mother. *»
way nnd divest Los Angeles. It paints a
The next fosEer
from hor mothmother (Rerice
er 's overwhelm- great p ictureof the city Zellweger) is 1 a
ing persona.
kllled-in-theThe relation- and shows its splendor
first-minutes-bfship
between and decadence; imp erii ' the-movle kindof
mother
nnd
actress, who has
daughter
that nence and audacit y;
enough wnrrrith
ocems so perfect p overt y
genuineness
, and lavishness. and
in the beginning
to be a good
of the mov ie
mother. But ;her
sta r t s t o sha t ter when A strid personal problems and Ingrld's
understands how much of her subtle and cold-blooded intervenmother has b een impregnat ed In tions push her to suicide, leaving
herse lf, and tr ies to es cape It, Sho Astrid hollow.
does so by Imitating each of hor
The conflict between mother
host mothers , who all have tho and daughter becomes more acute
same blond angelic appearance as as the girl sees and acknowledges
her mother and contain fl aws thoy what her mother Is capable of.
<
pay for.
Ingrid Is like the white oleanders
F i rs t there is the tra il er vamp
.,. .
\.
'
. ., , , (Robin Wright Penn) who has
'
, Continued on Pago 8
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Greenberg: behind
By MELV LADERA
A&E EDITOR

a

, ; . . a ; . ; . : LAUREL GABLER /THE COLBY ECHO

Hulling strings. Colby Symphony Orchestra put on a high quality performanceSaturdaynight.
{)jfy ASHLEY GERMAIN
Hallstrom explained that "Dream to contrast the sections of lyrical
Spaces" reflects the nature of melody against the more intense
Contributing writer'

dream-thoughts, as they come into staccato sections with louder
your
mind, leave and return again dynamics demonstrated its degree
the
direction
of
.
Under
J*
/fesociate Professor of Music unexpectedly. Such was the treat- of quality and professionalism.
the
The
remaining
Jonathan Hallstrom, the Colby ment of
ideas
three movements
Symp hony Orchestra tastefully musical
themes With ms p iece
were no less speccombined pieces from a variety of and
,
tacular than the
genres and periods in a perfor- throughout the
proved his
first, featuring, a
mance of the highest quality last piece. Hallstrom Hallstrom
proved his place place among contem po
number of beautiSaturday night.
d
with
the
among
contemful and well-per«
The
concert
opene
*
com- rar y composers with
formed solos.
overture to Rossini's opera "La porary
The fourth and
G_azza Ladra." With its familiar posers with his
his skillful usa ge of
final movement . of
melodies, frequent tempo changes skillful usage of
and atonalit y and disso the symphony was
and driving rhythms in the style atonality
a perfect ending to
of a French overture, the piece was dissonance's.
For its third NANCES.
the show, including
an excellent opening to the conthe
both
fast and lyricert. The.high strings showcased p iece,
,
cal melodies and
f _ieir ability to play diff icult runs orchestra played
and expressive melodies with skill "Symphony No. 4" by William ending with the re-articulation of
and grace, while the entire orches- Boyce, a lesser-known composer one chord followed by the additra demonstrated a high level of who composed between the tion of the timpani. The musical
i^usicality, particularly with the Baroque and Classical periods.. excitement brought the crowd to
perfect execution of dynamic con- After "Dream Spaces," the sym- their feet.
Overall, the orchestra concert
trasts. The gradual crescendo into phony 's typical harmonies, simple
melodies
and
thematic
repetition
was
entertaining and impressive.
return
of
the
opening
theme
tfoe
(Jlbsed the overture, and left the were a relief to the listener. The Clearly, much work has gone into
cjudience anticipating the pieces to up-tempo rhythms and the chang- putting together such a polished
ing instrumentation made for an orchestra. The concert showed the
fallow.
symphony orchestra at its
\" The second selection of the exciting and pleasurable piece.
The concert ended with Bizet's absolute best, and hopefully many
evening was a piece written by
IJfallstrom himself. Describing it "Symphony in C." In the first more of such concerts will follow.
els'
"stream-of-consciousness," movement, the orchestra's ability
t~
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. Amy Greenberg '0_» has been performing before
audiences for most of her life. She danced throughout
elementary school arid has been involved in several
Theater and Dance Department and Powder & Wig
;
productions here at Colby.
"I love Colby theater and dance. I feel like I can
walk into Runnals and know everyone in that building;" Greenberg said.
: This year Greenberg has a full schedule. She is the
stage manager for "Iph...," which is set to run Nov.
21-23, and she is currently co-choreographing a piece
with Laura Brown '03 for Colby Dancers. Greenberg
is also directing "Raised in Captivity," the first P&W
production to grace the Strider stage in years. On top
of that, she is vice president of Powder & Wig.
When Greenberg was young, she was a dedicated
dancer. She tried "everything under the sun."She did
ballet, jazz, tap, flamenco, Irish step dancing and
ballroom dancing. Iri the seventh grade, Greenberg
injured her knee. This injury sidelined Greenberg
from the dance floor, and she greatly missed performing and the camaraderie among the performers.
Greenberg's injury led her to theater. She participated in her middle school's, production of "Joseph
and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat," and later
performed in nearly every production her high
school put on, including "Bye Bye Birdie," "Inherit
the Wind" and "Sweet Charity." Greenberg said she
loves musicals because they usually give her ah
opportunity to dance.
As a theater and dance major, Greenberg has been
involved in a long list of productions throughout her
four years at Colby. In her first year she performed in
"The Skin of Our Teeth," and "Millennium of Farce."
As a sophomore, Greenberg was featured in "Blue
Heart" and "City of Angels." She also directed

"Never Swim Alone," and one of the one-acts in the
One-Act Festival. She was the sound operator for
"Rudens," and performed in last year 's "The
.
Winter's Tale."
Greenberg is also an . English major. Associate
Professor Laurie Osborne is one of her inspirations in
both theater and writing. Though Greenberg was
more.interested in contemporary theater, Osborne
was able to convince her to take a second look at
Shakespeare. Greenberg really enjoyed Osborne's
lively class on Shakespeare in text and performance.
In the future, Greenberg hopes to receive a
Masters in theater for social justice and teach theater.

MOVIE: Beauty and poison of "White Oleander "
Continued f r om Page 7
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she cultivates, sweet looking but"
poisonous.
The movie takes place in Los.,
Angeles. It paints a great picture"
of the city and shows its splendors
and decadence; impertinence and,
audacity; poverty and lavishness.J^
Astrid changes with each place
that receives her and moves
-^
knowing more about her' self.
The acting is irreproachable;
the actors have a peculiar inner
energy that captiva tes the audience and locks all eyes on the";
screen. British Director PeterKosminsky deserves kudos for ""
capturing the right qualities and
motivations in each woman.

Alison Lohman and Michelle Pfeiffer admired in "White Oleander. "
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BEER REVI EW: Brews for Halloween
Continued f r om Page 7
*

i

cherry desk," Smith said, "It has a
nice hearty taste that sticks with you
for a moment. I enjoy it. It reminds

me of Killian's Red, but smoother

and more drinkable."
"It sort of seems like the perfect
beer to drink while you're carving
pumpkins," Corliss said.
Though pleased with the Harvest,
the panelists were eager to try the
Gritty 's Halloween Ale. Gritty 's is
brewed and bottled in Maine; the
company runs browpiibs in Frceport
and Portland. The Halloween Ale Is
actually an extra special bitter boor,
which features a pale amber color,
strong bitterness and low enrbonatlon. '
"Love the headless man and fire
motif on the label," Smith said, "It
scares mc."
; "The spook y decapitated head
says 'drink me/" Sandler said,
"Smells sort of, well, sharp-more
of an acid smell/' Corliss said, "I'm

not sure it smells li ke something I
should bo drinking,"
"Aroma smells like a rotting bat.
Ryan's room smells better than this •
beer," Barlow said . "Its got a rich
color and clarity, but Ican't get over
' ,
the stink."
beer
despite the unpleas"A tasty
ant aroma," Connell said. "I would
pick up one of these in a bar,"
"I th ink this beer goes down easier than the Long 'frail ," Corl iss said.
"Too bitter for my taste," Sandler
said. "I just don 't like it." .
, "Bitter like Clay getting shot
down on a Saturday night," Barlow
said.
"I'm not a huge fan of bitters,"
Smith said.
"It's' weird and unpleasant ,"
Barlow, said, "It lias the unp leasantness of a hangover before you've
gotten drunk."
In a unanimous decision, the panelists preferred the Long Trail
Mnrvcst over the Gritty's Halloween
Alo.

li '

the condition that
I'd be guaranteed a
slap in the

f ace.

JLP

— Meade Barlow '03

"(The Gritty's] is st i ll a good beer
with nn easy going taste—it's just not
as memorable as the Harvest beer,"
Corliss said. "Think of, it this way:
harvest lasts a lot longer than
Halloween does," ¦
"I'd probably drink this [the
Gritty's] again, on the condition that
I'd be guaranteed a slap in the face
for doing something so foolish,"
Dnrlow said. "It's a Halloween Ale,
so I suppose it should be scary.
Mission accomplished,"

• Dimow also p layed a piece 6(<R
internat i onal .dance mus ic. Thisjj '.I

p iece is supposed to be an upbeat"J
and happy tune, but Dimow prefers jj il
tp piny it ns a slow, moody Middle «:l
Eastern song; it was n very intcrpst- ji M
ing take on the song,
jjj 'fl
The highlight of the concertjj I
came when Dimow played nn orig- n R
inar piece entitle d "Blue August,"!! H
He described this piece as having *.I
the harmonic progression of a blues " 1
tune, but stressed thnt it was by no
means n blues piece, Dimow said "H
the insp iration came "in the midst "!
of a large stretch of blue August " U
days." He sai d ho was worriedjll
about playing this particular piece,Jj fij
however it came off in fine stylo J 1
and was well-received by the nudi-^H
once,
111
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CBB crew meet cancelled
$ue to Colby-Bates mishap
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with little to do this past weekend. Rather than waste it away
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A logistic snafu in scheduling left
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Men's sauna doesn 't look so hot
.The wood benches in the men's
sauna at the Harold Alfond Athletic
Center are sodden ' and crumbling
and the walls are crowded with
carvings.
While the carvings are the result
Oif_ vandalism, the rotting wood is a
matter of negligence. The women's
sauna is in much better condition .
Trje benches are new and the walls
are clean.
j ~ When sitting in the men's sauna,
pieces of the wood benches and
walls flake off onto sauna users.
'•¦' Athletic Director Marcella Zalot
was unaware of the sauna's poor
condition because she has not been

%

Bonner was honored as NESCAC Player of
^
the Week Sept. 23. Boiiner was also named the ™
n,
Colby College Athlete of the Week that same
week. She ranks 1st in the NESCAC in goals
per game and 2nd in points per game. In addi- ;
tion to these accomplishments, she was named j
to the NCAA Honor Roll by womensfieldhock- j
ey.com for the week ending
!
j
Oct. 20.

g*j p > I w as disap• . po inted we
couldn't have our
CBB regatta; <m

in the men's locker room and no one
has notified her of its condition,
Zalot said.
"If the sauna were broken ? we
would ask PPD (Physical Plant
Department) to repair it, which they
have done in the past. They are very
good at repairing items that need to
be fixed in a timely manner as long
as the work that needed to be done
can be repaired by someone on staff.
Also, certain times of the year are
busier than others, so that is a factor
as well," Zalot wrote in an e-mail.
A lack of demand for the sauna
might explain why it has not been
repaired recentl y, but with the oncoming winter months, the number
of those who wish to use it might
increase.

¦
¦*- ___

-

Wendy piiiner '05

said.
fy ERICA AYOTTE
SPORTS EDITOR
At the Textile River Regatta Oct. 6
the men's team placed 4ih. and the
>.
team placed 7th. The men's
women's
•: The biannual CBB crew race was
Cancelled due to a miscommunication team won the New Hampshire
between schools. It was a disappoint- Championships. Oct. 12 and . the
'
ing end to an otherwise good fall sea- women placed 3rd.
"Many crews don't peak until late
son.
< •. Colby assumed that Bates was host- spring. In past years, however, many
ing the event and Bates assumed that of the top teams in the fall have contin(fcolby was, but neither college allotted ued to be fast in the spring. The men's
team is using our strong performances
funds to host the meet.
this fall as hope*
'Tlie
team's
budi
fully a positive
get was finalized
sign
for
the
Ihst October and an
spring," Brooks
^way trip could not
wrote in . an eIqe added so late
mail.
due to financial con"We
were
straints.
j a happy with the
{;; The two colleges
fall season. Even
normally trade off
hosting the meet
— Emily Allen '03 though we have a
fairly young team,
-cfch year. Last year
'
s
crew
women
captain
our team has
hosted
the
Bates
depth and power.
race. Bowdoin does
I feel that with more time on the water
riot host the event.
', ; "We never clarified it. They this spring, we have a shot at equaling
assumed there, we assumed here," or bettering our performance this year.
All tlie squads have potential to dp
Coach Stew Stokes said.
:: Considering the team's success this extremely well this spring," women's
fall, not having the CBB meet was a let- captain Leah Robertson '03 wrote in an
down. The teams settled for an inter- e-mail.
As a split-season sport, the crew
rpural Halloween regatta, complete
team will be training all winter long for
vyith costumes and a barbeque. ,
\ .' "I was disappointed that we could- their spring season. Weight training,
n't have our annual CBB regatta. Ifs running and using the rowing
always a lot of fun-friendly competi- machines will be part of their routine.
"Our team chemistry is awesome
tion and mingling. It's never ideal to
miss a racing opportunity," women's this year.The inner-squad relations are
wonderful. We are able to compete
captain Emily Allen '03 said.
; Not spending the extra money for well together. AH the members are
travel allowed the team to spend the close and we constantly joke around
with one another on and off the water,"
money in other ways..
"We are able to use that money for Robertson wrote.
"Symbolically,the nature of rowing
equipment and future travel expenses.
Also, the spring CBB race is more suggests the power of individuals conimportant to us than the fall CBB," solidating strength in order to reach
the desired goal. Every person oh the
men's captain Todd Brooks '03 wrote.
"All tlie crews performed well in team brings with them a unique perthe non-traditional fall season," Stokes sonality," Allen said.
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the men and women 's crew teams
and not get any time on the

water, the teams decided to host

an intermural Halloween regatta.
Team members dressed up in costume and there was a barbeque
after the race. All's well that ends
well.
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REGULATIONS: Up da ted policyissued 2

; 5$©CCE§t FALLS ONCE AGAIN

At Colby, Zalot is responsible for uphol ding;'
die ruling and issuing sanations, but is. unsure '£
which is bei ng put into p lace at other NESCAC what the penalties will be for infractions.
-j 1
schools; the only difference is the wording.
"If folks are violating this, we'll have to take a .<
Having sanctions out there is a way to demon- hard look at the sanctions," Zalot said.
S
strate the importance of the out-of-season guideThe College needs to schedule specific times irC
lines," Head Swim Coach and member of the ad- the field house when students can play games'^
hoc committee Tom Burton
Zalot will set aside time for eadJ^J
said. "I hope that the fact
sport during the week, and theg'»
that there are sanctions is
e-mail the schedule to students;!*
just an indication of how
she said,
•£
important it is that we folEven thoug h several kinks^t
still need to be worked out, stu-*
low the ' rules ;".;
dents seem pleased to havela.
For several NESCAC
some rules in p lace,
athletic directors, the rule is
t£,
"Its nice to have some clarif?%
not a novel concept.
cat ion," Katie Trainor'03p
"It [our interpretation] is
's lacrosse capt ain, said, _:
women
very much in line with what
—¦ Russ Reilly
"Ifs nice that we can play." A*
you have seen nt other instiMiddlebury A.D.
Changes to the out-of-season "
tut ions in the league,"
practice schedule are the first in »
Bowdoin
Director
of
Athletics Jeffrey Ward said. "Fr ankly,it's what we a series of changes for the policies and practices of..
NESCAC athletics. Adams and other presidents *
did before."
Other directors think dne set of regulations wi ll also be implement i ng changes to the. recruit-!*
Jng process and the competitive context of the Z
may be debilitating,
"One student gets hit with a puck at Colby league over the next few years, Adams said,
J
NESCAC directors will meet Nov. 18 to dis- 'f
nn d I think there is nn exaggerated response ,"
Amherst Director of Athletics Peter Gooding said, cuss their respective policies and will presGnta
. "Every Institution has its own needs, I think , their findings to tho NESCAC presidents at their *
the NESCAC is becoming too rule heavy," Dec, 18 meeting. It is unclear whether the£
Middlcbuty's Director ol Athletics Russ Reilly NESCAC presidents will draft a uniform inter-j
pretntion,
J
said.

Continued f r om Pa ge 10

£g *Every insinuation has its
own needs. I think the
NESCACis becoming
too rule heavy. «n^

.
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FOOTBALLS Bobca ts bully Mules
behind the lending rusher, Stepkn has aj}
good chance to tnkc over 1st In the last two ',]
times for 108 yards.
games of the season.
J
"It wns n typicnl CBB game, where
Despite some outstanding individual*
records nre meaning less," Conch Tom efforts, "Bates outp layed us in the second *
Austin snid.
half ," Austin snid.
*
Luke Webster '03 led Colby defense with
With this loss, Colby drops' to 2-4 and lsj
one snek nnd eight total tackles nnd Stcpkn tied for 6th plncc in the NESCAC with"
earned NESCAC Offensive Plnyer of the Middlebury College, Colby's best possible*
Week Honors for tho second time this sen- CBB , result would be n three-way tic If "
son, Stcpkn gained 230-ynrds on 43'carries' Bowdoin College beats Bates this Saturday ^
with two touchdowns. He io ranked 1st In Nov. 3 and Colby beats Bowdoin Nov, 9.SJ
the NESCAC In touchdowns nnd 2nd In Colby will piny the Tufts University Jumbos*
rushing, with 994-ynrds. Just 26 ynrd s (3-3) Nov, 2 nt noon In Medford, Mnss, '¦£

Continued f r om Page 10
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• Bria n Vent! '05 takes aim at goal during the 1-6 loss to the Bowdoin Polar Dears , Despite valiant efforts, the
1
'Mulea were no match f or the Polar Bears. ,
'

. . Sperts gi«.W©K Erica Ayotte:
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By CHRISTINA DOTCHIN
STAFFWRITER

. The Colby women's soccer team
(5-8) hoped they were starting a winning streak when they beat the
University of New England, 4-2, Oct.
24. The Mules' tough loss to the
Bowdoin College Polar Bears (10-2-1),
1.6, dashed their hopes.
Christine
>• Co-Captain
O'Dorutell'03 had three of the four
goals which led the Mules to victory
against UNE, along with a goal from
Co-Captain Stephanie Hicks '03.
Lauren
'03,
Brown
- Julie
Gremelspacher '03 and Kaitlin
Herlihy '06 each picked up assists for
Colby.
,
'¦ ' ; "We played well in the second half
of the UNE game," O'Donnell said. "I
thought it would prepare us for
gowdoin because they play the same
style of soccer."
Still pumped after their easy victory, two days later the Mules took the
field in the pouring rain and cold
.weather. They were quickly brought
down to earth as Bowdoin took control of the game and put away three
goals in the first half. The Mules
Strugg led to get the ball to their forwards and only had a few shots on
goal in the first half.
• "I don't think that the score of the
game was indicative of how the two
teams were matched, at least in the
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Out-o_>sea- /
son practice !
regulations f
¦
announced • .

1 '
6

second half," Kara McCabe '06 said.
"Bowdoin's early goal put us on our
heels, and we spent most of the first
half trying to regain some momentum
and confidence. At half time, Coach
[Jennifer] Holsten made it clear that
we needed to work harder, and I
think.that we stepped up our . effort
and intensity in the second half."
. Ten minutes into the second half
the Mules responded as McCabe
scored her first goal of the season to
make the score 1-4, but the Polar
Bears, did not give up and managed to
get in two more goals before the game
was over, giving them a win over the
Mules, 1-6.
Goaltender Elizabeth Riley '05
icked
up 10 saves for the Mules.
p
"It was a very disappointing
game," O'Donnell '03 said. "Bowdoin
came to play and we didn't."
The Mules will play their final
game Nov. 2 at Tufts University in
Medford, Mass. at 1:30 p.m.
"Of course it would be great to go
out with a win," O'Donnell said.
"Tufts is a good team, and our goal is
to play the best soccer that we can and
walk off the field holding our heads
high." .

. . " .!

By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB ',' A
and SUZANNE SKINNER
." *j
EDITOR IN CHIEF AND
MANAGING EDITOR
¦

MORGAN OLDENBURG/ THE COLBY ECHO

Cara Pollard '05 battles a Bowdoin p layer f o r the hall during Colby 's 1-6 loss.

'

A
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Colby College President William D: ;
Adams announced the College's ruk ;
ing on out-of-season practices/!
"
'
« Monday Oct. 28, _
^
According to Colby's ruling, teams,-;
may hold pick up games but can nof •
conduct drills or scrimmages.
^i
Adams and Colby Athletic Director, '
Marcella Zalot established an ad-hoc
committee made up of coaches and
professors to develop the new guidej -j
' *
A
lines.
~
The ruling is "remarkably close" t<£{
those of other NESCAC schools;;
Adams said.
j
"Our [interpretation] in my opin-'
ion tries to answer some of the grayi
area in regards to equipment, iw
regards to renting facilities and ini
regards to sanctions," Zalot said. "Thisi
was the president listening to folks at!
.'!
the forum."
is
very
similar
to
"Our policy
that!
• '_i•!
Continued on Page 9

Costly penalties hinder Mules " efforts Volleyball nets 20th win

By ZACH RUSSEM
STAFF WRITER

•

Colby came into their game
against. Bates College Saturday,
Oct. 26 confident that they would
walk away with a win in the first
leg of
this season's CBB
Championship. Unfortunatel y, the
Mules came out and played like
they had already won the game.
Despite out-gaining Bates and
possessing the ball for a longer
amount of time, Colby had too
many turnovers and too many
penalties that cost them the win.
Th ey lost, 14-19.
On the fi rst drive of the game
Brandon Irwin '05 intercepted the
ball, and the game seemed to be
proceeding as p lanned for Colby.
Th en , two penalties stalled the
Colb y drive, and the Mules were

£*gr Bates outp lay ed us in
the second half . It
was a typ ical CBB
game where records
are meaningless.
_*R*r
— Tom Austin
football coach
forced to punt. The detrimental
effect of penalties would be a reoccur ring theme for the Mules, but
not before they would go ahead 70 in the first minute of the second
quarter.
Running back Aaron Stepka '05

finished an eight play 90-yard
drive with a 13-yard touchdown
run . Bates answered on the next
drive with a 63-yard kickoff return
and a touchdown tying the score
at 7-7.
The Mules answered ' on the
ensuing drive with a 2-yard touchdown run by Stepka putting
Colby back on top 14-7.
Unfortunately for the Mules,
the Bobcats did all the scoring in
the second half. Bates allowed
Colby to remain in the game by
missing a field goal in the third
quarter and then missing the extra
point afte r a touchdown, as well
as failing to convert a two-point
conversion after a touchdown.
With 6:54 left in the fourth quarter,
the score was Bates 19, Colby 14.
Colby returned a kickoff to
midfield, but had the return called

back because of a holding penalty.
Later in the drive Colby had a 51yard pass play called back because
of another penalty. Colby kept the
chains moving, and the game
came down to a 4th and long with
1:06 remaining. Quarterback Pat
Conley's '03 pass fell incomplete
and Bates took over and proceeded to run out the clock for the
Bobcats' first victory over the
Mules since 1999.
The Mules out-played the
Bobcats, based on the game statistics, having seven more first
downs and 152 more yards of total
offense. The difference was in the
penalty yards that kept two of
Bates' scoring drives alive and
negated 144-yards of offense. In
total the Mules were penalized 13
Continued on Page 9

Field hockey clinches CBB title in 4-0 blow-out
By ERICA AYOTTE

SPORTS EDITOR

; Colb y field hockey (9-4)
Slaughtered the Bowdoin Polar
Bears (10-3), 4-0 Saturday, Oct. 26.
! Having a lread y beaten the
B ates Bobcats Sept, 14, the Mules
clinched the CBB title and ended a
12-year losing streak in games
aga inst the Polar Boars.
- "Our game against Bowdoin
was the b est game wc hav e ever
played as a team, an d my proudest moment as a Colby field hockey player, I have never seen ouv
team come together so well at

such a criti cal time in the season,"
Captain Jennifer Brenneman '03
said.
Sh elley Hugh es '03 sta r ted the
Mules' scoring spree at 9:06 in the
fi rst half on an assist from Sari
Gilbert '04. Brenneman then
score d her f i rst coll egiate goal off
of a penalty corner at 23:53.
Wendy B onner '05 an d Captain
Lyndsay Peters '03 assisted her.
Peters is ranked 6th in the New
Eng lan d Small College Athletic
Conference with five assists.
In the second half , Bonner created a three-goal deficit when she
pulled past the Bowdoin defense

and slammed the ball past goaltender Gillian McDonald '04 at
59:40. Bonner has been the main
force in the Colby offense. She is
1st in the NESCAC in goals per
game (0.92)/ and 2nd in points per
game (1.92).
Gilbert scored the fourth and
final goal of the game at 64:51 on a
pass from Injo o Han '04.
Goalten der Carolyn Morin '03
b locked 10 shots, earning her sixth
shutout of the season, Mori n has
strong league statistics with 7,54
saves per game (3rd in NESCAC)
and 0.83 goals against average
(2nd in NESCAC),

MORGAN OLOnNHUKG/TMl! COLDY NCIIO

Muks' offense was relentless zvltlt their highest-scoring game of Ihe season In their 4-0 over Boivdoht,

"The m ost amaz ing p a rt of our
team is the unselfish attitude that
ra di at es from every p layer.
Everyone is extremely supportive
of her teammates, and we all work
together as a unit instead of individual players, This win is the culmination of a ton of hard work in
practice
and
in
games,"
Brenn eman said.
The Mules have posted consistentl y strong defensive standings
this season (currentl y 2nd in
NESCAC), but had previously
lacked an offensive team effort

(currentl y 6th in NESCAC). This
perf ormance against Bowdoin
marks a change in the Mules.
"As n coach, after we lost to
Amherst I know I needed to
change something or we were
headed down the tubes fast. The
p layers have worked hard to
understand the finer points of the
system and have rallied with the
Inst four wins," Conch Brondn
Bo'ckwith snid,
"We changed our system to get
more offensive situations that
would enable us to maintain ' an
attack, liolorc tlie change, we
dominated the defensive nnd midfield nren and had little offense to
show for it. Now wo have nctunJly
taken our center forward nnd
removed that position from our
field nnd gone with a two-pej ^on
forward line ,"
The Mules will face the Tiffts
Jumbos Nov. 2 In Medford, Mnss,
Tufts is milked 7th In NESCAC
standings, while Colby is clinging

to tho 6th spot, Only the top seven
loams will advance to post season
piny.

before State of Maine tourney
By CLIFF WHITE

continuously shown that they have
the most heart. This team is gritty to
the core, and "give up" is not in their
, ^
Brace yourselves. The women's vocabulary.
"Other teams in the NESCAC
volleyball team is passing into
uncharted territory, focusing only on consider us to be beatable,'^
one goal: to win the New England Kimberly Prescott '04, the team's sets
Small College Athletic Conference ter, said. "Well, we see every other
team as beatable, too. It's all about
Championship.
They have done better so far this who's ready to go that night. Ifs
about who has
season than any other
the fire and the
team in Colby 's history,
unheralded"
"
The
aggressiveness to
garnering the 2nd seed
make the dig, to
in
the
upcoming
White Mules had
give the extra
NESCAC Tournament
effort that will
and compiling a 20-9 instilledfear in the
make the differrecord . Most imporence
in
the
tantly, they have strick- Ephs, the reigning
game."
en , fear into and champion of the
The
Mules
demanded
respect
went
2-2
at
the
fr om oth er NESCAC
, who are
Hall of Fame
teams that had become
Tournament at
far too cocky when ranked 1st in this
Smith
College
playing against the year's tournament.
Oct. 25 and 26;
Mules.
Colby beat Smitn
Early in the season,
and
then
beat Wheaton
after defeating perennial volleyball in five sets,
They
suffered
tough
four.
College
in
powerhouse, Wi ll ia ms College in
, but
and
Amherst
ams
losses
t
o
W
i
ll
i
Benjamin
A.
Fleming,
strai ght sets,
on Will iams' Web site, described did not let those defeats dampen
Colby as "unher ald ed" and quoted their spirits ,
'
"We don't feel like we're the
the Willi ams Coa ch
Fran
Vandermeer: "I think that we may underdogs because we know that we
have been looking past them some- can beat any team in the conference,"
what. I give a lot of credit to Colby." Prescott said. "We have a lot of con"They, touched everything on D, fin- fidence in each other 's skills and
d e t e r m i n a t i on ,,
ished plays, and
Even when we're
really put the presdown by n lot,
sure on,„and we
everyone knows
sort of panicked ."
that we can pull
The "unheraldthrough and win ,
ed" White Mules
Once
you have
hod instilled fear in
that
mentality,
i]
reignthe Ephs, the
flows all througl'i
ing chomp i on of
the court nncj
the NESCAC, who
gives everyone
nre ronked 1st in
boost,
this year's tourna— Kimberly Prescott '04 that
Everything
starts
ment.
Team
setter
your
wny.
going
victoBut Colby
Right now wii
rv nnrndo was far
from over,. Colby came up with win have that attitude, nnd we're goinjj
after clutch win throughout the sen- to bring it to every point we play," '
The Mulos will compete In tho
son, routing Amherst , Wcsleynn,
Bates, Bowdoin, Hamilton and Stale of Maine Championships nt tin'
Middlebury, at every step playing University of Southern Mnine Nov, 1
with fiery-eyed determination, They nnd 2 before fncing Middlebury
iriny not be the biggest or strongest College in the first round of tho
team in the NESCAC, but they have NESCAC p layoffs Nov. 8 and 9. " '
STAFFWRITER

nescac

j rf We dont' f eel
like we're the
underdogs because
we know that we can
beat any team in
the conf erence.jyp

Crew cancels CBB
Meet due t o
mlscommunlca t lon
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